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Critica de export. Teorii, contexte, ideologii
by Andrei Terian
București, Editura Muzeul Literaturii Române, 2013

(Criticism for Export. Theories, Context and Ideologies
by Andrei Terian
The Museum of Romanian Literature Publishing House, 2013)

Romanian Literature as World Literature
Abstract: Terian’s book, Critica de export. Teorii, contexte,
ideologii (Criticism for Export. Theories, context and ideologies), answers
a fundamental question that has not been included in a system for nearly 30
years after the fall of communism. The question is: what can Romanian
literary criticism and Romanian literary history offer to a foreign specialist?
What can Romanian culture offer to be valid as exportation, what models
and openings can be proffered as to bring relevance internationally? The
volume contains a series of incentive studies about how Romanian culture
can escape the complex of periphery.
Key words: criticism, cultural export, Romanian Literature as EastEuropean literature, World literature, postcolonialism

Andrei Terian launches
one of the most interesting
volumes
of
autochthonous
criticism after 1989. The book
contains studies and articles
aiming the most present day
themes. These themes are still
adherent to the debates of the

academic world in its most
different parts.
With
regards
to
Romanian literature, the critic
pardons nothing. Andrei Terian
criticizes the lack of essential
translations, and at the same
time, he does not pardon the
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Instrumental. Memorias de música, medicina y locura.
by James Rhodes
Traducción: Ismael Attrache. Barcelona, Blackie Books, 2015
(Instrumental. Salvation through Music)
by James Rhodes

James Rhodes: la salvación por la música

James Rhodes: the redeeming power of music

Abstract: James Rhodes´ autobiography, Instrumental, constructs
the interplay between darkness and light, evil and good by accompanying
the exposure of extremely traumatic events with the redeeming power of
music.
Key words: autobiography, traumatic, music, salvation, motiation

Instrumental,
la
autobiografía de James Rhodes
(Londres,
1975),
conocido
pianista británico, se ha visto
envuelta en el aire del escándalo
desde antes de su aparición. La
ex-esposa del autor intentó
impedir
su
publicación
aduciendo que esto pudiera
resultar traumático para el hijo
de ambos. El Tribunal Supremo
del Reino Unido autorizó
finalmente la publicación y este
libro, que el autor dedica

precisamente a su hijo, vio la luz
editorial en 2015.
Instrumental
es,
en
efecto, un libro de sensaciones
fuertes, pero, sobre todo, es un
libro desgarrador. La vida
contada por Rhodes podría ser
considerada una biografía de la
herida: desde la herida central, la
violación por parte de su
profesor de boxeo a la que fue
sometido repetidamente el autor
desde los seis hasta los diez
años,
hasta
las
heridas
autoinfligidas a través del abuso
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Înscrierea pe orbită
by Vasile Spiridon
Editura Timpul, Iași, 2008

(Self-Writing on an Orbit,
Timpul Publishing House, 2008)

The Seal of Criticism
Abstract: For the critic Vasile Spiridon, literature inhabits naturally a
mythical frame unaltered by history. Life and literature form together a
palimpsest. Once explored, it gives the same satisfaction of deciphering as
the access to a form of superior knowledge. The critic sees the mythos as the
seal of a world. He also captures the disruptions brought by the anomalies of
history in this mythical order.
Key words: words: criticism, contemporary Romanian literature,
prose, nostalgia, critical interpretation, ethos
For Vasile Spiridon,
literature inhabits naturally a
mythical frame unaltered by
history. The purpose of literature
is to enlarge existence. Life and
literature form together a
palimpsest. Once explored, it
gives the same satisfaction of
deciphering as the access to a
form of superior knowledge.
That is why the critic Vasile
Spiridon is sometimes attracted
by the interpretation of a literary
work at the same pace with the

genesis of that work, as inferred
from other sources (see the
studies dedicated to Mihail
Sadoveanu, Gellu Naum, Mircea
Cărtărescu, Marin Mincu).
Sadoveanu is seen as
living between theatre and
temple,
as
a
patriarchal
personality with a nostalgic
ideal, an explorer of collective
memory and, at the same time, a
man with the vocation of rituals,
ready to translated into his life a
way of living as the one preached
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Caragiale după Caragiale. Arcanele interpretării, exagerări, deformări,
excese

by Angelo Mitchievici
(București, Editura Cartea Românească, 2014

Caragiale after Caragiale. Interpretation’s arcanes, exaggerations,
deformations, excesses.
(Cartea Românească Publishing-House, Bucharest, 2014)

Caragiale and the Identity Complex
Abstract: The putting under scrutiny of Caragiale’s universe, as
Angelo Mitchievici undertakes it, is dynamic and related to other texts from
the literature of the world, as well as with other cultural spheres. The book
recommends itself through its capacity to synthesize the features of the
”worldly-world” of Caragiale (as defined by V. Fanache), features containing:
the carnival, the excessive, the whim, the noise, the cliché, the indistinct
mixture of tragic and comic, the deformity, the monstrous. Caragiale’s
actuality emerges as axiomatic, due to a continuity in type, not in time. An
identity complex of the Romanians in connection to Caragiale is discussed.
Key words: identity complex, Caragiale, carnival, values, mask,
whim, hybris
In his book, Caragiale
după
Caragiale.
Arcanele
interpretării, exagerări, deformări,
excese, Angelo Mitchievici offers
us a synthesis of major invariants
in the works of a classical writer,
but also a perspective on
Caragiale’s
impact
on
contemporaneity.

As a man of letters,
Mitchievici
approaches
the
critical act in an open manner.
Thus, we remark numerous
intertextual references (from
literature, essay writing, literary
history and literary criticism)
these are accompanied by
observations
on
distinct
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Basme şi poveşti româneşti
By Vasile Gurzău & Maria Gurzău Czeledi
Ediţia a doua, adăugită, ediţie îngrijită de Maria Gurzău Czegledi, Editura
Eurostampa, Timișoara, 2015
(Romanian Tales and Stories of Vasile Gurzău adapted by Maria Gurzău
Czegledi
Second edition, Eurostampa Publishing House, Timișoara, 2015)

Preserving the Art of Storytelling
Abstract: Vasile Gurzau, born in 1898, was a gifted storyteller who
mastered this (almost extinct) art of storytelling despite the fact that he
barely learned to read and write. He was born in Micherechi, Hungary, in a
small Romanian community. His themes come both from Romanian folklore
and Hungarian folklore. His stories are gathered now in a book.
Key words: Romanian folklore, folklore study in Romanian
customs, Romanian community in Hungary, Romanian Tales, storytelling
From the Romanian narrator
Vasile
Gurzău
(born
in
Micherechi, Hungary) we have
over 40 unique fairytales and
stories. Over half of them are
presented and adapted in this
volume by Maria Gurzău
Czegledi - a prominent teacher
of Romanian language and
literature in Hungary, but also a

Phd. graduate in literary folklore.
As the third revised and added
edition, the collection of stories
brings back to the readers on
both sides of the border the
sweetness of the Romanian
archaic language and the
everlasting charm of the popular
stories.
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Un secol al memoriei. Literatură
și conștiinţă comunitară în epoca
romantică
By Doris Mironescu
Iași, Editura Universităţii „Alexandru Ioan Cuza”, 2016

(A Century of Memory. Literature and Collective Conscience in Romanticism, by
Doris Mironescu, Iași, ”Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University Press, 2016;)

Post-canon memory. What can survive in it?
Abstract: The volume Un secol al memoriei. Literatură și conștiinţă
comunitară în epoca romantică (A Century of Memory. Literature and
Collective Conscience in Romanticism) follows the way in which different
poetics are the outcome of different epochs. Doris Mironescu analyses the
openings of literature in its questionings of the society. He insists on those
mechanisms that transmit the feeling of a power of literature. This power
can overcome the un-literary problems of an epoch. In the 20th century, the
problems of literature announce the failure of their contemporary ideologies,
whilst the Romantic ideas, reinvented, put the post-canonical memory at an
advantage.
Key words: literary canon, postcanon memory, Romanticism,
cultural memory, rereading;
As a critic whose main
natural advantage is evenness,
Doris Mironescu is convincing.
His critical verdicts are not at
random. He is applied, full of

rigor, he knows how to selfcorrect when necessary, in a
graceful language. His readings
are sophisticated, that is why he
insists on literary poetics of
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Correspondencias. Corespondente. Korrespondentziak
By Mircea Cărtărescu & Luisa Etxenique
San Sebastián, Erein, 2016

Encuentro en el camino intermedio
Encounter on the Middle Way

Abstract: Emerged from the project San SebastiánEuropean Capital of Culture 2016, Correspondencias offers an
epistolary dialogue between Luisa Etxenique and Mircea Cărtărescu.
Key words: Mircea Cărtărescu, Luisa Etxenique, epistolary,
dialogue, contemporary literature

El proyecto Chéjov vs
Shakespeare fue impulsado por
Donostia / San Sebastián-Capital
Europea de la Cultura 2016 y
consistió en el encuentro
epistolario de dieciséis escritores,
de los cuales ocho vascos y ocho
internacionales (siete europeos y
un
colombiano).
A
estos
escritores
se
les
propuso
reflexionar, en un intercambio
epistolar por parejas, sobre la
relación entre la literatura y la
realidad social, más precisamente

sobre la vertiente conflictiva de
esta. Una de las ocho parejas
participantes fue la formada por
la escritora vasca Luisa Etxenique
y el rumano Mircea Cărtărescu, y
su correspondencia fue publicada
en 2016 por la editorial
donostiarra Erein.
El libro reúne las diez
cartas de esta correspondencia,
en
una
edición
trilingüe
(castellano, rumano, euskera)
que ha contado con un equipo de
cinco traductores para su
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Fericirea în contextul social al tranzitiei postcomuniste din România
by Sergiu Bălţătescu

Editura Eikon, Cluj-Napoca, 2014;

(Happiness in Postcommunist Transition in Romania,
by Sergiu Bălţescu
Cluj Napoca, Eikon Publishing House, 2014)

Happiness as a Social Construct
Abstract: In a huge enterprise that has undertaken visible
metamorphoses from one stage to another, Sergiu Bălţătescu has elaborated
a necessary instrument able to restore as in a mirror the image of Romanian
society in its post-communism transition. This mirror is contained by people’s
own assessment of their degree of happiness. Equipped with the methodology
of a sociologist, with the patience of a lover of philosophy and with the
readings of a man dedicated to culture, Sergiu Bălţătescu has written an
extensive monograph on happiness and its perception in Romanian posttotalitarian society. His book combines empirical data, statistic analysis, with
the perception of happiness in philosophy, in politics, in sociology and
psychology, reaching surprising results.
Key words: happiness, wellness, culture, society, paradigm

Fascinated by the
relationship
between
sociology and culture, Sergiu
Bălţătescu has resorted to a
new challenge of combining
the two domains. This time,
the researcher’s purpose is to
explore and to reflect the
significant
correlations

between
happiness
and
society.
In a huge enterprise
that has undertaken visible
metamorphoses from one
stage to another, Sergiu
Bălţătescu has elaborated a
necessary instrument able to
restore as in a mirror the
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Gabriela Adameșteanu. Monografie, antologie comentată, receptare
critică
By Șerban Axinte
București, Editura Tracus Arte, 2015

(Gabriela Adameșteanu, Monograph, commented anthology, critical reception by
Șerban Axinte, Tracus Arte Publishing House, Bucharest, 2015)

Gabriela Adameșteanu. The Monograph of Provisionality

Abstract: The monograph dedicated to the writer with the highest
aesthetic value among contemporary female writers follows as closely as
possible a literature in movement. The writer is very active, she continues to
publish, so her work can undertake any changes. Șerban Axinte takes an
enormous risk by publishing a monograph. But he establishes coordinates; he
synthesizes and refers to the positions within literature canon without being
intimidated by the fact that a future book of Adameșteanu might be different.
His method of research is iron-clad, is applied with care and his critical esprit is
always wakeful.
Key words: Gabriela Adameșteanu, contemporary Romanian novel,
femininity-feminism, provisionality, reactualisation of the past
Șerban Axinte knows
how to take winning risks at the
stakes of the Romanian literature
canon: among contemporary
female
writers,
Gabriela
Adameșteanu is indeed the writer
with the highest aesthetic value
of her oeuvre. She is translated
and enthusiastically received also

in other languages. She is a
symbol of civil society. She
cannot be missing from any
serious study dedicated to
contemporary literature.
The
contemporary
histories of Romanian literature,
all, take Gabriela Adameșteanu
as a pattern-creator. So do the

